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The advent of new technologies in modern networks demands the development of online

algorithms that are adaptive to changes of a network. Ideally we want these algorithms

to work in a local manner, that is, their decisions depend only on information stored at

the current node of the network. An early example of this is Ore’s work characterizing

arbitrarily traceable graphs [1], that is, Eulerian graphs G which have a vertex v such

that any tour starting at v and always traversing a new edge is Eulerian. In this work

we propose some online algorithms to approach the following problem: Let T be a tree

with windy costs on its edges. How should a drone, or a team of drones, start at a base,

cover all edges of T and return to the base at small cost? This problem has been studied

before for general graphs from an offline, mixed integer programming point of view [2].

Another offline approach, where drones can enter and leave edges at any point, has also

been recently proposed [3]. The experimental cost of the solutions produced by our online

approach compares well with the offline solutions.
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